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You are an artist, are you not, Mr Dedalus? Said the dean, glancing up and
blinking his pale eyes. The object of the artist is the creation of the beautiful. What the
beautiful is is another question.
He rubbed his hands slowly and drily over the difficulty.
Can you solve that question now? he asked.
James Joyce, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, Chapter Five (189)
The only works of art America has given are her plumbing and her bridges.
The BlindMan, #2
If nothing else, my time at RIT made me ask myself what, exactly, I thought I was doing. This
question became a personal search for the essence of photography for what made photography
meaningful to me. A dictionary will provide the etymology and a definition or two; a library will
provide examples, and a phone book in any city on earth will put you in touch with professionals
and suppliers. From writing with light to the international technical standards of a multi-billion
dollar industry, definitions abound. I had to find a place for myself in the midst of this variety;
to figure out why I had begun to think of myself as a photographer, and what to do next. I
panicked.
My difficulties, though, were not limited to the practice of photography. Since my
undergraduate study had not concentrated on photography, but on philosophy, my struggle to
find an aesthetic and an aesthetic theory of my own had been part of my motivation to
pursue photography at a graduate level. I was then, and am still, struggling to come to terms
with two opposing modernist views on photography. Walter Benjamin, whose essay "The Work
ofArt in the Age ofMechanical
Reproduction"
has become a staple of photo history classes and
anthologies, celebrated the possibilities of the new medium and his colleague and friend
Theodor Adorno vehemently decried photography for its propaganda potential and its lack of
sophistication when compared to
"autonomous"
art.
Benjamin once wrote to Adorno, of their work in aesthetics, "...our respective investigations,
like two different headlamps trained on the same object from opposite directions, have served to
reveal the outline and character of contemporary
art."1
For me, they were not twin lights
1
TheodorW. Adorno & Walter Benjamin, The Complete Correspondence 1928-1940 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1999), p. 144.
illuminating my subject, but twin interlocutors, making claims and demands I could not answer.
Benjamin called for a political art Adorno called it Brechtian that veered toward
propaganda. An Adornian position, on the other hand, would call for abandoning photography
(among other things) in favor of abstraction and "l'art pour
l'art."
I was not prepared to do
either, so I felt that I needed to find new answers to Adorno's and Benjamin's questions about
photography.
Aesthetic Theories
Benjamin's ideas on photography are presented most concisely in two essays the canonical
"The Work of Art in the Age ofMechanical
Reproduction,"
of course, but also the earlier "Little
History of
Photography."
In the more widely read essay, Benjamin celebrated photography's
potential, as "the first truly revolutionary means of
reproduction,"2
to fundamentally change our
understanding of art, and located in political film and photography the potential to resist
totalitarian mass culture. Photography, by making it possible to display an art object out of its
traditional context, severs its connection with ritual and with history.
Though some aspects of the essay are laughable today for example, the idea that cinematic
devices such as close-ups and slow motion would have politically revolutionary consequences
the essential charge is simple: photography has a technological authority unique among the arts,
and should be used to politically progressive ends.
The earlier essay, the "Little History of
Photography,"
is more nuanced in several ways. Since it
is narrower in scope, it gives a more thoughtful look at photography. Benjamin lays out in this
essay a more balanced view of photography, addressing everything
from Daguerre and cartes-de-
visite to a question that still resonates today, the distinction between photography-as-art and art-
as-photography. Benjamin also draws distinctions between dialectical photographs those
2
Walter Benjamin, 'The Work ofArt in the Age ofMechanical Reproduction", Illuminations: Essays and
Reflections (New York: Schocken Books, 1969), p. 224.
which are engaged with social and historical questions, as well as with aesthetic and what he
calls the creative.
When photography takes itself out of context, severing the connections illustrated by Sander,
Blossfeldt, or Germaine Krull, when it frees itself from physiognomic, political, and scientific
interest, it becomes creative. The lens now looks for interesting juxtapositions; photography
turns into a sort of arty journalism. ... The creative in photography is its capitulation to fashion.
The world is beautiful - that is its
watchword.3
These distinctions, compressed a great deal, recur in the later essay. But as they appear here,
they provide a more complete understanding ofBenjamin's views on photography.
The "Little
History"
is not without its flaws it is somewhat chilling to read Benjamin, a
German writing in 1931, express admiration for August Sander's work as a kind of training
manual for the coming revolution.
Sudden shifts of power such as are now overdue in our society can make the ability to read facial
types a matter of vital importance. Whether one is of the Left or the Right, one will have to get
used to being looked at in terms of one's provenance. And one will have to look at others the
same way. Sander's work is more than a picture book. It is a training
manual.4
Benjamin, of course, was hoping for a dramatically different "shift in
power"
than the one that
actually occurred in 1933 but is through that shift that we must read his words.
Benjamin's two major essays on photography both emphasize the changes it has caused in the
way we understand art, and the political dimension of its use. In "The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical
Reproduction,"
Benjamin is more adamant about political photography; the earlier
essay allows much greater scope for art-as-photography. While "The Work of
Art"
calls on
communists to politicize art, the "Little
History"
operates on a broader, and more interesting,
scale.
Theodor Adorno, when he first read "The Work of Art in the Age ofMechanical
Reproduction,"
immediately opened several of the lines of criticism reflected above: it was too stridently
3
Walter Benjamin, "Little History of
Photography,"
Selected Writings Volume 2 1927-1934. (Cambridge: The
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999) p. 526
4
p. 520
Brechtian, it had little concern or place for art, it was less dialectical than the earlier
essay.5
But
despite these criticisms, Benjamin's argument was powerful enough that Adorno spent more than
three decades debating it. His Aesthetic Theory, which he was finishing at the time of his death
in 1969, contains substantial passages arguing the virtues of the "Little
History"
over its more
widely read counterpart, and taking up criticism of them both.
For his part, Adorno always maintained a strong distance from photography. From his belief in
abstraction, the avant-garde, and l'art pour l'art, as well as his concern over propaganda use by
the left and by the right, Adorno maintained a consistent anti-photography stance throughout his
life. A photograph or, for that matter, any realist art did not adequately respect reality.
Object in art and object in empirical reality are entirely distinct. In art the object is the work
produced by art, as much containing elements of empirical reality as displacing, dissolving, and
reconstructing them according to the work's own law. Only through such transformation, and not
through an ever falsifying photography, does art give reality its due, the epiphany of its shrouded
essence and the merited shudder in the face of it as a
monstrosity.6
The difficulty with photography, in this light, is that it incompletely represents reality it
reifies a certain portion of it, and takes it from its context entirely.
...all reification is a forgetting: objects become purely thing-like the moment they are retained for
us without the continued presence of their other aspects: when something of them has been
forgotten.7
A photograph, then, cannot represent a true depiction of reality
-
only a visual fragment. But,
because of its superficial fidelity, the photograph is of great utility in propaganda. For Adorno, a
Marxist aesthete, this is a nightmare bad art serving fascism.
However, I believe it is possible to read Adorno against the grain in such a way that his
prohibitions may be weakened. "It is self-evident that nothing concerning art is self-evident
anymore,"8, he wrote, and one would do well to turn that logic against
Adorno'
s own work.
While he scorns Benjamin for championing photography and film against high art by picking
5
TheodorW. Adorno &Walter Benjamin, The Complete Correspondence 1928-1940 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1999), pp 127-133
6
TheodorW. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory. (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Press, 1997) p. 259
7
TheodorW. Adorno &Walter Benjamin, The Complete Correspondence 1928-1940 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1999) p. 321
8TheodorAdorno, Aesthetic Theory, (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Press, 1997) p. 1
weak examples of high art, Adorno in turn attacks low art photography, film, and jazz
based on poor examples of their forms. His dismissive essay
"Jazz"
was based on hearing a
mediocre dance band that toured Europe, and his criticism of film softened a great deal in the
sixties due to his closeness with Alexander Kluge, a director of the New German Cinema
movement.
In a late essay, called "Transparencies on
Film,"
Adorno re-examined film in light of the New
German Cinema's innovations. Though he still maintains the superiority of non-representational
art, Adorno here admits the possible advantage of the photographic medium.
The photographic process of film, primarily representational, places a higher intrinsic
significance on the object, as foreign to subjectivity, than aesthetically autonomous techniques;
this is the retarding process of film in the historical process of art. Even where film dissolves and
modifies its objects as much as it can, the disintegration is never complete. Consequently, it does
not permit absolute construction: its elements, however abstract, always retain something
representational; they are never purely aesthetic values. Due to this difference, society projects
into film quite differently far more directly on account of the objects than into advanced
painting or
literature.9
Photography, by its very nature, brings the external world into the work of art. However, this is
for Adorno a warning against using film and photography uncritically there is a world of
difference, in this context, between bringing elements of the real into a work of art, and society
projecting itself into a work; the latter has connotations of violence. What Adorno suggests,
then, is a kind of re-arrangement of elements in film, so that the filmmaker might control the
ways in which society is seen through the film.
The obvious answer today ... is that of montage which does not interfere with things but rather
arranges them in a constellation akin to that of
writing.10
This is not, ultimately, a fundamental change in
Adorno'
s position on film and photography. It
was written in 1966, while he was at work on his Aesthetic Theory a work in which
photography and film are not well
received. "Transparencies on
Film,"
though it represents what
may be Adorno 's most
thorough examination of aesthetic issues in film and photography, is
ultimately a dead-end street. The
subject of the study is retarded, in comparison to forms with
which Adorno is more concerned; film and photography are "never purely
aesthetic."
Film and
'TheodorW. Adorno, "Transparencies on Film", New German Critique #25. (Cornell: Telos, Winter 1981) p. 202
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photography are not, fundamentally, a real part of
Adorno'
s aesthetic universe they are
hangers-on, usually ignored or treated dismissively.
Despite their divergent viewpoints, however, Benjamin and Adorno both seem to make similar
assumptions about photography. In light of Benjamin's comments, it may be appropriate to
consider their error to have been the same essentially linguistic only illuminated from
different perspectives.
Despite the optical exactitude of photography, there is no identity between signifier and signified
even in the seemingly pure visual language. A passage quoted by Benjamin illustrates the
dangers of this reductive assumption. Photography, to Baudelaire, has heeded and now serves to
reinforce the populist claim that "art is nothing other than and can be nothing other than
the exact reproduction of
nature."
Photography's direct readability presents a danger to art it
should instead be put in its rightful place "which consists in being a servant girl to the sciences
and
arts."11
Both Adorno and Benjamin strongly believe in the faithfulness of the photographic medium
for Benjamin, it is a matter ofmechanical reproduction; for Adorno, a superficial and immediate
reification. But it is ultimately more complicated than either of their models.
The photograph does not completely reify its object, as Adorno seems to charge. However
objectified it becomes, hanging in a museum or a gallery, a photograph remains a sign pointed at
its source. Unlike, say, a Socialist Realist painting, there is a direct physical link between a
photograph and its subject, always understood by the viewer. That link, of course, is no
guarantee that the work will not ultimately be naive, or the photograph propagandistic. But it is
a substantial resistance to reification that is present in every photograph. A photograph, or group
of photographs, that emphasizes this relationship this incomplete reification is already
more complex than what Adorno dismisses.
"Walter Benjamin, "Little History of
Photography,"
SelectedWritings Volume 2 1927-1934. (Cambridge: The
Belknap Press ofHarvard University Press, 1999) p. 527
Benjamin, too, believes in photography's ability to instantaneously extract an object from its
location. But for Benjamin, it is not just a question of reification, but a matter of destroying the
very tradition in which a work of art exists. That tradition has proven more dialectical than
Benjamin himself, though, turning photographs into objects of cult value, produced in small
numbers by artists, treated with reverence, and in some cases, like icons in certain churches, only
rarely exposed to the light. Photography has had significant effects on art, certainly but in the
end, it has not been quite so dramatic as Benjamin suggested.
All at Once, andNothing First
I began by simply going out and taking photographs of whatever appealed to me, without any
predetermined notions of subject matter, format, technique, or style. This was an effective
amusement, but more importantly convinced me of the need for a more carefully defined project
if I wanted to learn anything about photography, or about my interest in it. As I searched for the
heart of photography, I thought of another search for the definition of a medium.
John Cage, in his search for the meaning of music, wrote music with a question at its heart
What is music? And though the sounds he offered listeners and the instructions he gave
musicians were varied indeed, his answer could be said to have remained consistent. Just about
anything, listened to closely, is music. In a piece called 4:33, he instructs the pianist to sit,
noiselessly, at the keyboard for four minutes and thirty-three seconds. The accidental sounds
the audience shuffling their feet, the passing cars outside became the music. Another piece,
0:00 (4:33 part 2) is described as consisting of any sound, for any duration. At one performance,
Cage fried an egg onstage. Late in his career, Cage invented a technique he called shadow
playing, in which a pianist was given a standard piece of sheet music and instructed to play so
softly that no sound was produced. Any sound produced was entirely accidental, and yet the
result of very traditional musical
activities. Although these pieces are funny, they are quite
serious as well. They offer the most encompassing definition of music imaginable. Nothing is
music, and so is Everything.
I decided, first, to photograph nothing. In this, I was influenced by Cage, but also by Roland
Barthes. In his Writing Degree Zero, Barthes proposes that literature could solve its problems of
form, content, and style, by creating
...a colorless writing, freed from all bondage to a previously ordained state of language. ... This
transparent form of speech... achieves a style of absence which is almost an ideal absence of
style; writing is then reduced to a sort of negative mood in which the social or mythical characters
of a language are
abolished.12
By this absence of style, Barthes hoped to achieve a writing free of convention and habit; a




of simplicity and Cage's pursuit of silence in the name ofMusic, I wanted to start
from Nothing.
My first attempts to photograph Nothing were quite simple I simply shot at night, and used
the meter in my 35mm SLR as my guide. As I expected, reciprocity failure rendered the
negatives entirely blank. If these were photographs at all, it was only because they were the
product of traditional photographic activities, with standardized industrial materials. While I
could say with some certainty that there was nothing on those negatives, I was unsatisfied. As a
solution, it was too extreme to be true.
Cage often told the story of visiting an anechoic chamber to hear absolute silence. He heard
instead two sounds one high pitched, and one low pitched. He asked the scientists who
worked there about the sounds, and they explained that he was hearing the noises of his own
body. The high sound was his nervous system, and the low was the circulation of his blood. The
silent chamber was not entirely so. Neither is the vast emptiness of space flat and featureless; it
is punctuated with all manner of stars and constantly humming with the radiation of its own
creation. It is not blank, and I did not want my negatives to be a blank page.
For my next nothing-project, I
wanted to avoid such simplistic gestures. Using an idea from
Cage, I let chance (dice) determine the exposure. I wanted to photograph one subject, as
constant and monotonous as possible, with these varied exposures. Keeping in mind the
12
Roland Barthes, Writing Degree Zero. (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1968) pp. 76-77
supposed last words ofMinorWhite (Higher! Higher!), the ganz-fields of James Turrell, and the
Suprematist
"Icons"
of KazimirMalevich, I looked to the eternally overcast Rochester sky. In a
nod to the spiritual aspirations of White, Turrell, and Cage and the religious emphasis
Malevich gave to his own monochrome paintings the camera was focused on infinity.
This time, there was certainly variety in
the negatives. There were proper
exposures and blank frames alongside
negatives so wildly overexposed that the
light leaks within the camera not
previously detected exposed parts of
neighboring frames. There was no
pattern, no texture, and no subject matter.
There was, though, contrast and change;
detail and variation. There were
photographs.
Rather than following that experiment
with further variations on nothing, I
decided to attempt a different challenge
a slow progression from photographing nothing to images that were unequivocally photographic.
Saddened by the death of Roy Lichtenstein, I created a series of abstract color works based on
reproductions of his paintings. These were vivid, high-contrast close-ups; carefully composed
pictures which at their most effective had no recognizable content but pattern, color, and
shape. I was and I still am quite pleased with these pictures. In some ways, though, they
seemed to be painterly more than photographic.
10
Like Warhol or Lichtenstein, they were
several generations removed from reality
the best example would be my photograph of
a reproduction of a painting of a painting of a
fish. Somewhere in the multiple generations
of reproduction, the relationship between
photograph and photographed becomes
muddied.
A typical photograph of, say, a fish functions on two levels. It is, linguistically, both
iconic signifying by resemblance and indexical signifying by a direct relationship to the
thing involved. The word
"splash"
is iconic; it
resembles what it is intended to represent. The
word
"I"
is indexical; its meaning is attached
to its specific use. But a photograph possesses
both kinds of meanings, and essentially tells





My Lichtenstein photographs lost or at least complicated this immediate double meaning.
They were abstracted from their subject
both by the multiple layers or reproduction
discussed above and by the extreme close-
up, which made a miniature, geometric
composition. Instead of the whole painting,
or the whole fish, it is a photograph of a
section of a reproduction of a painting of a
painting of a fish.
It does not clearly refer to the fish, or to
Matisse, but instead points the viewer down
the convoluted path of reproduction and
reference. They were a special case
made possible by photography, but not
explicitly photographic. I wanted to return
to my search for a more essential
photography.
This time, I sought not nothingness, but simplicity. I wanted to make photographs that were
simple but not abstract, plain but not empty. The photographs I wanted to produce would have
recognizable subject matter, would tell the viewer something about that subject, and would
otherwise be open.
Among Lost Things: An Aesthetics ofHistory
There are many photographers whose work inspired this project. Albert Renger-Patzsch, a
photographer I have long admired, titled his most famous work Things (Die Dinge).13. It was a
work of tremendous variety, presenting industrial landscapes alongside coiled snakes, agave
13Donald Kuspit, Aperture 131, Spring 1993, p. 7. The book's name was changed by the publisher to The World is
Beautiful (Die Welt ist Schbn).
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plants with railroad bridges. Despite the work's later title, which affected its reception by critics
such as Walter Benjamin, it was not a simple affirmation. Renger-Patzsch's photographs were
not didactic agave plants good, industrial plants bad but neither were they simplistic and
reductive, as one might assume from the published title, The World is Beautiful (Die Welt ist
Schon). The photographs themselves are filled with formal contrasts and conflicting meanings.
The formal vocabulary is one of beauty but they show scenes that range from ambivalent to
threatening. The differences between his work and that of Blossfeldt or Sander would be
swallowed up by history today they are seen as part of the same tradition: dispassionate,
impersonal, scientific, but providing a record of history and
society.14
In his later works, like
Stones and Trees (Steine and Baume, respectively), Renger-Patzsch investigates the variety
within a simple category of objects, creating a catalog.
As a young photographer, I was inspired by a series of pictures by Irving Penn to seek unusual
subject matter. Penn, though more notably a portraitist or a fashion photographer, also
photographed cigarette butts. Small, discarded, seemingly insignificant, they are nevertheless a
rich and varied subject for photographs. In their
beautifully rendered textures, stains, folds and tears, they
are unique and thorough records of their own histories.
Though his cosmetics ads and fashion covers position him
as one of the most conventional of photographers, these
were some of the most radical photographs I'd ever seen.
Throwaway items objects we barely notice on the street
are given the stamp of the commercial photographer and
become totems, testimonies, memorials. Penn's choice of an object both democratic and
mundane would be an inspiration. Like plumbing, cigarette butts are not specific to social class,
gender, race, geography, or politics; nor are they recognizable as individuals.
A few years later, my photographs inspired by Penn would cause a professor to say in critique
that I approached garbage in a very Minor White-like way. It was my first encounter with
White. Though in many ways White's work is wildly different
from mine, it is a constant
14
For example,Marc Freidus, Typologies: Nine Contemporary Photographers (New York: Rizzoli, 1991) p. 92
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influence. I have none ofWhite's mystical aspirations for my photographs, and find that side of
White enormously distracting from the quality of his work. But at its best, though, White's
photographs have a simplicity and an abstractness of great beauty. Images like Boy Playing
Marbles, or Bullet Holes, Capitol Reef, are stripped of everything extraneous. While for White,
such simplicity may have been a matter of "seeing from a sacred
place,"
for me it was an
example of photography stripped to its
basics.15
White's photographs, at their simplest, show us
so little that our comprehension is at times strained. In that effort, called forth to understand
what is seen, Minor's spirituality and my materialism run parallel: we are drawn out into the
world by the
photograph.16
Bernd and Hilla Becher have made a career out of photographing subjects in hundreds of
variations. They, too, have chosen undervalued or discarded subjects, from nondescript
working-class housing to abandoned coal mine machinery. Their work also places them in an
unusual position in the art world. Though their work consists of photographs, their first shows
were titled "Anonyme
Skuplturen"
Anonymous Sculptures and the Bechers have
subsequently been awarded a medal in sculpture at the Venice Biennale. The sculptors, of their
work, though, are lost to us they are the workers, the designers who created the blast furnaces,
water towers, and gas tanks the Bechers photograph. The Bechers did not make these buildings,
they simply photographed them. Although this is to some degree true of most photographers
certainly any photographer who ventures much outside the studio the
Bechers'
characterization of their work as sculpture acknowledges the work that produced that which they
photograph.
One common thread for all of these photographers is that their subject matter was non-heroic,
even mundane. Theodor W. Adorno, who studied composition with Alban Berg, explained the
power of disregarded materials.
Mocked by reality ... Mahler's relation to the vulgar becomes dialectical. To be sure, he wrote:
"Music must always contain a yearning, a yearning for what is beyond the things of this
world."
But his symphonies discern better than he that the object of such yearning is not to be represented
as something noble, higher, transfigured. It would otherwise become a Sunday religion, a
15
Minor White: Rites and Passages. (New York: Aperture, 1978) p. 3
16
ForWhite, this was often referred to metaphorically, with windows or mirrors. My images would eventually find
a different metaphorical threshold.
14
decorative justification of the world's course. If the Other is not to be sold off, it must be sought
incognito, among lost
things.17
In the case ofMahler, it is a justification for the interjection of
"low"
music a marching band,
a chamber waltz into his symphonies, creating dissonance between the form and the content.
These elements of the banal, presented within a work of art, interrupt the ideal with the real. By
allowing elements of low culture to interrupt the high, the beauty, the completeness, and the
resolution of the work of art are broken up and set apart from the real itself, and that
estrangement acknowledged.
The same could be said of Penn's cigarettes or the
Bechers'
blast furnaces or for pipedreams.
With polished, careful photographs, items from the real world are to some extent stripped of their
reality and made ready for consumption in the gallery. One photograph of a plumbing fixture, a
cigarette, a minehead, a wrought iron railing, would easily be subsumed into the world of
aesthetic experience. The photographer's interest could be ascribed, should the viewer stop to
think about it, to such formal, world-weary concerns as Form, Pattern, Texture, Composition,
and the like concerns that deny each object specificity. However, it is possible, through
repetition or what has been called the typology to force the subject itself, its reality, to
interrupt the perfect, aestheticised world of the gallery. Like the oom-pah band motifs that
appear in Mahler's grand symphonies, a carefully assembled typology will point outside itself
outside the gallery entirely and highlight the distance between its setting and the real world.
Nine blast furnaces, twenty-six gas stations, twenty-four plumbing vent stacks. The
photographer's concern now is not merely aesthetic; the objects themselves are of some
significance. By
"collecting"
images of a very narrow scope, the photographer can turn the idea
of the collection inside-out: instead of the meaning being located in the accumulation of
significance, we are forced to the more difficult task of extracting the significance from a group
of objects which are essentially the same. Adorno, in what is perhaps an explanation of his own
somewhat dense prose, draws this distinction between clarity and precision.
Regard for the object, rather than for communication, is suspect in any expression: anything
specific, not taken from pre-existent patterns, appears inconsiderate, a symptom of eccentricity,
17
TheodorW. Adorno, Mahler: A Musical Physiognomy (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1992) p. 17.
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almost of confusion. The logic of the day, which makes so much of its clarity, has naively
adopted this perverted notion of everyday speech. Vague expression permits the hearer to
imagine whatever suits him and what he already thinks in any case. Rigorous formulation
demands unequivocal comprehension, conceptual effort, to which people are deliberately
disencouraged, and imposes on them in advance of any content a suspension of all received
opinions... Only what they do not need first to understand, they consider understandable; only
the word coined by commerce, and really alienated, touches them as
familiar.18
One could see photographers such as the Bechers, Rucha or Struth as selecting subjects with an
Adornian "rigorous
formulation"
which sets their work apart from less precisely defined
projects. While making sense of an exhibition as a whole usually requires the viewer to draw
together diverse elements according to style, to thematic concerns, or to formal similarities, these
projects short-circuit that process by presenting a group that is already drawn together quite
tightly along these lines.
Adorno'
s complexity, of course, was at times indistinguishable from mere complication, and
would seem to be the antithesis of the apparent simplicity of the typology. However, the
extremely similar, tightly grouped images aren't really shallow: they just look that way. Unlike
Adornian prose, their initial comprehension is quite easy. However, the next level of
understanding is quite different than with conventional images. The viewer's experience
becomes both simpler the work of finding the connections between the elements is already
done and more complex. Since less information is presented, more work is required to
extrapolate significance from it. As in
Adorno'
s text, the work required for comprehension is
entirely different from that necessitated by traditional works.
While in
Adorno'
s prose, as well as in the artists he praised, the works themselves were complex
and self-critical, the situation here is somewhat different. The individual photographs are simple,
and gain some added depth through their combination, but the real complexity develops only in
relation to their setting and to their viewers.
Both types of works demand critical attention from
the audience, but the ultimate effect is slightly different. While an Adornian work is, in and of
itself, self-critical, the location of the critical impulse in a typological work is broader. This is
both a curse and a blessing while the Adornian work demands critical understanding, the at
first glance simpler typology can be overlooked. At the same time, though, the Adornian work
18 TheodorW. Adorno, 'Morality and Style', Minima Moralia (London, Verso, 1974) p. 101.
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locates its immanent critique within itself, while the typology locates it in the intersection of
work, viewer, and institution.
pipedreams
The twenty-four photographs
presented as pipedreams are
the distillation of a long
process. What had been a
personal exercise in making
simple photographs led to a
long-term project. After
several abstract studies of
various locations, I found the
plumbing vent
stack.19
Geometrically, they are quite
simple most consist of
nothing more than a cylinder
(the pipe) and a plane (the
roof through which the pipe
exits the building) but
they are also complicated seals of copper and lead, rubber and tar. They are ubiquitous every
building with plumbing has them but they are not often seen. They are individuals, each one
bearing the traces of its own history, but they are not readily identifiable no one would
recognize their own house by its plumbing vent stacks. I decided to photograph them.
''o-
19
"The vent stack terminal is that part of the plumbing piping system which extends up through the roof of a
building to the atmosphere. This vent pipe, although small by comparison to the overall piping, is nevertheless a
vital part of a plumbing system for it is through this open pipe that the air at atmospheric pressure enters the system
to hold in balance the water seal contained in each fixture trap. Without this balance of air pressure, the plumbing
system, consisting of drainage and vent piping, would not function
properly."
Louis Blendermann, Design of
Plumbing andDrainage Systems (New York, American Society of Sanitary Engineers (ASSE)/Industrial Press,
1959) p. 114.
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For 100 days, I took at least one roll of film daily for this project. These photographs were the
starting point for what was to become my thesis. During the initial process, I used a variety of
35 mm cameras (modern SLR, vintage rangefinder, plastic toy camera, point and shoot) for their
versatility and speed, with several vintage medium-format
cameras (several models of 127 and 620, and a plastic-lens
120) for variety and experimentation. As I focused on what I
wanted to achieve with these photographs, I returned to large
format photography.
Although initially there was a great deal of formal variety
shooting from ground level with a telephoto lens, shooting
from one rooftop to another, using color as well as black and
white, and
a wide J
range of camera angles, lenses, and lighting
situations such variety seemed ultimately
gimmicky and distracting. I decided to
concentrate and simplify my approach, in
order to draw less attention to the photograph
itself, to draw the viewer in, and to make the
photographs more intensely similar.
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Shooting with a normal lens at close range, looking down slightly, allowed a very clear
understanding of the spatial organization of the scene, provided a perspective close to that of a
person on foot, and
simplified the composition
by allowing the plane of the
roof to occupy the entire
background of the
photograph. Photographing at
twilight (poetically as well as
temperamentally more
appropriate than dawn) gives
an even, soft light which
allows a sense of intimacy
with the subject. No strong
shadows draw the viewer
away from the central vent
stack; the natural contrast of
the scene is soft enough to
allow reasonably strong
development and printing
techniques, emphasizing texture while maintaining tonal range. All of the exhibition's images
were shot on Tri-X, and a variety of developers were used.
pipedreams is an effort to create photographs which respect heterogeneity, which do not attempt
to enforce upon the visual world a particular understanding of it. The images themselves are
simple they carry only a small amount of information about shape and texture but are not
so reductive that they become mysterious and aloof. The viewer is, essentially, invited to come
to an understanding with the photographs.
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These photographs borrow symbolically from Duchamp's plumbing and
Beuys'
lead and felt
constructions; they are a series of variations on a theme, presented as a group like Warhol's
soup cans. Their form is that of traditional photography large format, Zone System black and
white prints. As such, they represent the four cardinal points of a young artist/photographer's
late-20th-century compass.
Alternatively, the photographs are biomorphic symbols phalluses, orifices, or both. As such,
they could represent either the repressed desires of the artist or a satire of those who would
attribute all art to the
artist's psychology.
There could be a left-wing
reading of the photographs
in pipedreams, which would
set the hand-built character
of the older vent stacks
against the more recent
mass-produced,
standardized units. The
layers of roofing tar and
cement testify to decades of
labor; the project itself
could be seen as a longing
for the simplicity of the old
left's idealism the
thought of students standing
alongside workers in solidarity, without ironic distance or
mutual suspicion.
Or, in another light, the photographs could
be seen as a discourse on the structure of society. For
Julia Kristeva, a society defines itself in relationship
to its limits what it cannot tolerate, and
casts out. Michel Foucault, on the other hand, is interested in the ways a society can be
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understood through its systems of control. The plumbing vent stack could be seen as a
metaphorical intersection of these two concerns: it is a part of the massive institution of public
utilities that supplies fresh water and maintains a sanitary sewer and at the same time,
represents the separation of inside and outside, the disposal of waste, and the elimination of gas
buildup unfit for the sewer system. The photographs, then, are about these kinds of distinctions,
and the ways in which a society holds and enforces its norms.
The question of meaning is left
open on many levels, from the
metaphorical to the physical
one attendee at the opening
reception asked me for the
addresses of the buildings I
photographed, so that he could
offer them his services as a
roofing contractor. To that
extent, the idea of the open
work appears to have been
achieved
viewers'
experiences of the work are
widely varied, draw on their
own knowledge and
experience, and relate to the
subject in ways I had not
imagined.20
Of course, there are limits the work was, by
photographs, circumscribed from the outset.
its nature as a gallery show of
If I were to show these photographs or similar photographs again, there are a number of
things I would like to do differently, in order to allow the images to be seen more directly, and
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This is, of course, true of any work fromMoby Dick to StopMaking Sense, our own perspective will always
inform our reading of culture. The key difference, for me, is that in the post-postmodern moment, we have the
opportunity to create works that operate in the space opened up by that understanding.
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with fewer distractions. As the show was installed in the SPAS gallery in 1999, there were 24
images, 20x24 inches each, hung in groupings of 2x2, 2x4, and 2x6 images in the north section
of the gallery. The only wall text was the show's title, in large vinyl letters, on a panel at the
entrance. The remainder of the gallery intended to be another student's show was empty.
This created a number of difficulties a viewer entering the gallery did not immediately see
any photographs at all,
but only the larger, empty
space; when they saw my
images, the work was
crowded together and
entirely unexplained.
The viewer was left to
sort out the photographs,
try and figure out
whether there was any
logic to the groupings,
and then to figure out
what the subject matter
might be.
If I were to re-install the
show, I would have
ungrouped the
photographs and hung them singly, around the entire space; had I known the entire gallery would
be mine, I might have created slightly larger prints to take advantage of the added room. In
retrospect, the decision to use black and white prints may have created additional unfortunate
distance between the work and its subject.
I should have posted some explanatory wall text that described the function of the plumbing vent
stack. I wanted the viewer to see the photographs without looking for a convenient explanation
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on the gallery wall but ultimately, the lack of the slightest elaboration of the
images'
content
distanced the viewer from the work.
This question of distance is an important and delicate concern. Critical understanding of these
photographs requires some distance. If we try to short-circuit the reification of the photograph
by placing the photograph
back in a context close to its
origins, there is no critical
distance the photograph
would not have the same
impact displayed on a bus
stop or in a plumbing fixtures
store as it does in a gallery.
In such a context
regardless of the audience
who saw it the photograph
would be implicitly part of a
commercial public discourse,
and the specificity of the
subject or of the photograph
would be of little
significance. While I did not
make that specific mistake, I
may have gone too far in the opposite direction, and created too much distance between the
photographs themselves and their audience. Black and white prints, widely seen as arty or
self-
important, stressed the significance of the photograph itself above its subject, and the lack of any
explanation of the work further discounted
pipedreams'
relationship to the real world.
The work was created, from the very first, with the intention that it would be shown at RIT, to an
audience consisting largely of fine art students. Other art students would, presumably,
understand several things fairly quickly: allusions to Duchamp, questions of genre in
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photography, issues of photographic representation. These characteristics are not exclusive to
RIT's SPAS gallery audience they are shared by the crowds at nearly any venue that would
display contemporary art
but they indicate that
portion of the
art/photography public
which would be most
receptive to pipedreams.
The work was never
intended to be specific to
the SPAS gallery, but that
gallery does have several
advantages with regard to
pipedreams. The large
window to the east looks
out over several rooftops,
themselves dotted with
plumbing vent stacks. If
the purpose of the
photographs is to point beyond the gallery, such a view (and from such an emphatic window,
with a view of so little else) is a significant advantage. Also, the noisy aspects of the building
itself the hum of the electrics, the ventilation, the clatter of the freight elevator serve as




As a whole, the 24 photographs in pipedreams provide a kind of catalogue of vent stacks. Short
and tall, narrow or broad, simple or complex, open, broken, hooded or capped, molded plastic,
spun aluminum, soldered copper, or a mass of roofing tar.
The catalogue is, of course, a complicated model and has not been adopted without a great deal
of thought. Susan Sontag frames the issue thus:
Marx reproached philosophy for only trying to understand the world rather than trying to change
it. Photographers . . . suggest the vanity of even trying to understand the world and instead
propose that we collect
it.21
Sontag seems to create a threefold schema, in which there are those who seek to change the
world, those who seek to understand it, and those who forgo understanding, and merely seek to
collect: activists, philosophers, and photographers.
Each snapshot, each portrait, each (god forbid) art photograph, according to Sontag, reinforces
the passive collection of experience, rather than engagement with or struggle against the
condition of passivity, of consumption. A damning critique we do, after all, pump these
things out by the billions.
From the outset, photographic practice has been based on the Cartesian idea that with a rational
mind as ground, the senses could comprehend anything. The photographic apparatus, as an
extension of those senses, that rationality, expanded the bounds of knowledge. This same basic
epistemological stance has been at work for the majority of the history of photography. From the
first pictures of a newborn to reconnaissance photographs to Edward Weston's trees,





In 1839 while Marx was still a student at Berlin the new processes of photography must
have seemed quite radical. A practical and widely accessible method of producing images gave
Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1977). p. 82.
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much wider segments of the population access to what had been limited to the very few
images of their lives, and their own likeness.
As a result, over the last 150 years, people have been seen and stories told that would never have
been recorded before the advent of photography. The hod-carrier of Sander and the tenements of
Riis stand alongside
Engels'
The Peasant War in Germany and
Foucault'
s Discipline & Punish
as histories turned upside down. Engels narrates the German Revolution of 1525 as it grew from
and relates to the lives of the peasants, not as an event in the biography of Martin Luther.
Sander's cross-section of Germany's social classes, four hundred years later, also tells us
something about that time and place which would have fallen through the cracks of conventional
history. This change in representation is possible because of the iconic/indexical nature of
photography, because of its simplicity, and finally, because of its ubiquity.
That is not to say that all photographs are revolutionary, or all photographers. From the picture
postcard to the coffee table, photographs do provide a way of collecting. But this mode of
mastery-by-collection is illusory. It is perhaps a somewhat less damning a critique that
photography provides an illusion of control over the world.
Sontag'
s criticism, though, is a powerful one. Photography does create the illusion of control,
and the illusion of collecting. The rise of photography has been roughly contemporaneous with
the rise of a middle class, and could be seen as playing a role in determining the
self-
understanding of that middle class as having some dominance and control over the world. It
would be too simplistic to see photography as a purely bourgeois amusement, by which the
world can be simplified, dominated, and collected.
This is not, though, a call for an activist photography, a suggestion that the
answer to Sontag
would be to take up with Marx. It would be just as
reductive to cast photography as the
wild-
eyed revolutionary of the arts, liberating the working class while smashing the tablets of
conventional aesthetics. A more complete understanding of photography must encompass both
of these extremes. The medium is not inherently bourgeois or inherently revolutionary, but it
can be used for both ends.
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A Delicate Empiricism
There is, though, a third possibility one I have attempted to pursue here that could be
considered a dialectical critique of photographic knowledge-claims. Works such as those of the
Bechers, Struth, and Rucha, while seeming to continue the cataloguing impulse, in fact set such
specific, small goals that they provide an immanent critique of that practice. By their
concentration on the repetition of a single theme water towers, deserted streets, the buildings
of Sunset Strip they break the photographic cycle of accumulation, and turn our attention to
their subject matter. And in a sense, we find ourselves brought up short by that content. As
Thierry de Duve puts it, "it is to suffer from your inability to . . . detail a gasometer's architecture
as if it were a
cathedral."22
We have not, ultimately, collected or mastered that which we see
we don't even know how to discuss it, in some cases. We find ourselves displaced from our
gallery, our museum, our books back to the real world.
Working with finite goals, resources, and fields of specialization, these diverse photographers
still admit a great deal of variety, wonder, and difference. Rather than grandiosity, these projects
tend toward humility; rather than navel-gazing, they are entirely engaged in the world around
them. Hilla Becher once described her work as an effort
. . .to be honest with your object and to make sure that you do not destroy it with your subjectivity,
and yet remain involved at the same
time.23
These are photographic projects which take part in what is around them commerce, nature,
social relations, and scores of other complexities without seeking domination through the
lens. That honesty, and that involvement, were the purpose of pipedreams.
22
Thierry de Duve, "Bernd and Hilla Becher orMonumentary
Photography,"
in Bernd andHilla Becher: Basic
Forms (Schirmer/Mosel,Munich, 1999)
23
Freidus, Marc. Typologies: Nine Contemporary Photographers (New York: Rizzoli, 1991) p. 91
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